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December 1, 1943
A damp morning after a cold rainy night.
From the mountains to the northwest we're
getting chilly blasts these days and nights.
With such weather and necessity for about
ninety-five percent of our personnel living in
tents, it is not surprising that so many colds
prevail. Several of the flying personnel have
been grounded because of colds, but it doesn't
seem to make too much difference for we have
flown relatively few missions the last fortnight.
Today, however, things picked up
operationally; we sent three nine-ship missions
out against troop concentrations in the San
Ambrogio and Mt. Trocchio areas near
Cassino. Two of the formations bombed with
good effect, but the 489th, running for a
Stalin, Roosevelt and Churchill: Tehran Conference
touchdown to the wrong goal, missed the
1943
target by sixteen miles and hit an Americanheld area...We have finally received word
about some of these rumors that have been dancing about lately. Over the radio we learned Roosevelt,
Chiang Kai-shek, and Churchill have left Cairo for an undisclosed place to meet Stalin. Major Murray
(Group Executive Officer) is giving three-to-one odds the meeting will take place at the Darban hotel in
Teheran. Precisely what decision will they arrive at? Some say the conference will discuss the
establishment of an American Air Force in Siberia for the attack on Japan.
December 2, 1943
The loss of veteran flight leaders and bombardiers - a large majority of them have been sent home for
rest and reassignment – is undoubtedly contributing to recent fluctuations in our bombing efficiency.
Today again, the 489th squadron failed to locate the proper target, bombing the town and vicinity of
Aquino after being briefed to attack gun emplacements on Mt. Trocchio. True enough, the bombs fell
on the Germans this time, but it is significant that they missed their intended target, and the gravity of
their failure is underlined by the fact the 340th Bombardment Group is a close-support organization and
frequently entrusted to carry out delicate pin-point operations – delicate because of the proximity of
friendly troops. It is quite possible our bombing efficiency will decline for the next three or four
weeks, or until the new flight leaders and lead bombardiers and navigators gain more experience...It
seems we are on the verge of being transferred again. This time we will probably be taken away from
the 12th Air Force and assigned to the newly-organized 15th Air Force, which has all the heavies in Italy
and is of course assigned to purely strategic targets.

December 3, 1943
Two American Hospitals are
moving into this vicinity and
already there is much social spadework being pressed by our officers
with the incoming nurses.
Everyone agrees you can't beat
American girls for a good time.
This group ought to know: it's tried
the heterogeneous combinations in
Cairo and Alexandria, the French in
Algiers, Constantine and Tunis, as
well as the Sicilians and Italians.
We won't mention the
undiscriminating who had to do
with the Arabian “wogs.”...No mail
today, but we did have an issue of
fresh beef...Here's a bit of news that
belies the claim that Luftwaffe is
washed up. Jerry came over Bari
Bari Harbor after German Attack
last night and attacked shipping in
the harbor. About seventeen ships
were sunk, almost two thousand civilians casualties, and about 60 American sailors killed. All of this
was accomplished by about thirty JU-88s attacking at night. There's certainly nothing “washed up”
about that kind of aerial operations. On our side of the bombardment ledger the 340th went to Sibenik
port in Yugoslavia and bombed excellently, destroying a bridge, harbor installations, and possibly two
150' ships. We also hit the railroad there. Last night the heavies went after Berlin out of England and
although they lost 41 bombers to flak and fighters did sledgehammer damage to that luckless city.
December 4, 1943

DFC

Fifty-seventh Bombardment Wing called the Adjutant over to its headquarters in Foggia
today and informed him that we can expect the Inspector General soon, one of his endof-the-year visits, no doubt...We are soon to go under the jurisdiction of the newly
formed 12th Bomber Command for both administration and operations, and will still
remain in the 12th Air Force...Announcement concerning the conference of the Allied
leaders had been made and the results of the meeting spell bad news for Japan. After the
conference in Cairo, President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill left for a
rendezvous with Marshal Stalin. Presumably they will discuss the European aspect of
the war. Twelfth Air Force sent through orders today awarding the DFC posthumously
to 1st Lt. Fred E. Blaney of Kittaning, Penna. for his courage in saving his crew at the
expense of his own life [See September 12, 1943].

December 5, 1943
There may be a possibility of our getting eight more airplanes and six new crews. Group Captain
Huntley called from TBF [Tactical Bomber Force] to inform us that there are some planes and crews in
Africa and that he would try to get them assigned to our organization. Two new crews showed up
today with their assignment orders, and that was a pleasant surprise. Ground replacement personnel are
coming in nicely now and we even got two cooks today. For more than seven months we have
struggled along with a big shortage in ground personnel; now conditions are improving, although we
are still short...The C.O. (Lt. Colonel Tokaz) is still in Bari but we expect him back any day now...The
group sent 27 planes out today, but bad weather sent all but nine back to the base. The nine who
pressed home an attack selected Pescara, an alternate target, and achieved fair results.
[No entry for December 6, 1943]
December 7, 1943
The news about the conference between Allied leaders was flashed over the radio today. All Allied
powers have agreed to end the war as quickly as possible, dedicating themselves to destroy completely
the German and Japanese armed forces and their philosophy of aggression. The conference should
indicate what is claimed they do: that the United Nations present a solid and amicable front...The
weather was clear today, so the group got off a mission of 27 planes to Ancona. In that area, however,
visibility was prohibitive, so the formation went after a railroad installation and a bridge. The boys
could have stayed at home playing cards; results were poor, with the bridge getting off scott free and
the railroad tracks only catching a couple. While our crews flew overhead the American Fifth and the
British Eighth armies still inched forward stubbornly against the solidly entrenched Germans. The
fighting on the ground has been brutal and bloody, with a feeling almost of a major victory every time
our boys storm another hewn-rock gun position.
December 8, 1943
Colonel Tokaz returned from Bari this afternoon looking much better and evidencing good spirits.
With him came the tactical inspector, Major Robert Bachrach, who has been on detached service to the
Third Air Service Area Command. Describing the recent Bari raid, of which he was an eyewitness, the
colonel said he was glad to get out of such rest camps and come up forward with the outfit and take his
chances...We have received eight new crews during the past two days but six of them came to us from
the 310th Group, where they had participated in from twenty to forty-five missions each. We welcome
that kind of experience, but will they be our chums for very long? The crews did another excellent job
today, cracking the Aquila marshaling yards and industrial plants.
December 9, 1943
Christmas cards, letters and gift packages are rolling in these days in gratifying quantities. Mr. Penney,
father of 1st Lt. Edgar Penny, our first bombing Officer, who became a “Missing in Action” casualty
May 6, 1943, over Furna, Tunisia, wrote someone in the 340th requesting the number of men we have in
headquarters section, as he wanted to send them some sort of Christmas remembrance. Now we have

three boxes of valuable little gifts that the boys will greatly appreciate...The raid today was directed
against the Terni (Italy) marshaling yards and iron works. Photos verified claims of damage to the iron
works and the yards, but the total destruction was not too impressive.
December 10, 1943
A long line of inspecting officers seems to be forming outside our door. Today the first one came in, a
technical inspector from the 12th Air Support Command. Other inspectors are on the way, he told us.
One inspector general from the 12th Air Force is reputed to have spent three weeks with a certain
organization. We are happy to have them around if they come to appreciate, but his business of looking
into closets and overstaying welcome – that would hardly be popular, we fear...The boys in
headquarters section knock off late in the afternoon these days to play a little football. Thus far the
personnel section seems to be invincible, having bested all opposition put in their path. In Tunisia
during the late spring and summer months we played quite a few softball games and also managed to
get in many a swim off the beaches at Hergla.
December 11, 1943
TBF is moving into town as the 55th General Hospital is taking over their
quarters out here, the recently (about 1940) built settlement of Sagezia.
This apparently was an Italian government project on corporate farming.
All the buildings of the little settlement are brand new of course, and in the
new school of Italian architecture. Many buildings put up in Italy,
particularly, government buildings, since the advent of Fascism are
executed in this style and it may be said to be considerably attractive.
There are certain features of the style that seem to be definitely Italian and
recognizably tie in with older, more familiar Italian styles, but the
innovations seem to provide an excellent adaptation to the present age. In
Sagezia there is an excellently done church and a beautiful commanding
bell tower apart from it. There is also a broad piazza that well sets off the
various school and administrative buildings. The settlement should be
truly an ideal place for a hospital...We hear that TBF will no longer have
any South African or British units under its command and that at present
only the three Mitchell groups (340th, 12th, and 321st) come under their
jurisdiction.

Church in Borgo
Sagezia Today

December 12, 1943
British engineers are busy here laying down interlocking steel plate taxiways and dispersal stands.
Without such installations it would be impossible to operate Mitchells and heavier bombers here. The
321st Group, located a few miles away on the road to Manfredonia, have a steel plate runway and are
said to be quite satisfied with the service it gives. We have seen few fields over here equipped with this
feature, although we understand it is becoming quite common in the South Pacific theater. The steel
mats are easily transported and quickly laid down. Bombing the landing strip does not cause any
appreciable damage because destroyed or damaged section can be replaced in a few hours time.

American Engineers lay down Marsden Matting
runway
[No entry for December 13, 1943]
December 14, 1943
The commander of the 306th Service Group, Colonel Brooks, dropped over today to ask how things
were going with us. We seized the opportunity to wail about the difficulty of obtaining motor parts for
our vehicles. Because of a shortage much of the group's Transportation is deadlined. Further note
concerning transportation: Jeep-napping has risen to such a peak in this area that we are
recommending all drivers to chain their steering wheels when they leave their vehicles at any point off
the base. Many men out for a good time – some of them fresh from the front where sudden death and
not court martial is the thing to fear – grab any transportation they can find, use it and then abandon
it...Colonel Brooks told us he and some friends have been doing deer hunting quite regularly and have
had some good luck. There is quite a bit of wild game in this country, including geese. One can see
large flocks of them in the sky every now and then. We also hear there are wild boar just south of here.
Wish the quartermaster could issue us shotguns in place of our .45s and .303s...We shouldn't even
mention the mission today; the target was the Orte marshaling yards and only one squadron was able to
put a few hits in there.
December 15, 1943
Latest rumor is that we are to be under the 12th Bomber Command, a newly projected organization. At
a meeting today with the squadron commanders, Colonel Tokaz elevated this rumor to the realm of fact
and told us Colonel Knapp, former commander of the 321st and now C.O. of the Bomber command,
would be drawing on us and other American TBF units for trained personnel to fill the key posts in the
new organization. “Going home” papers on the men who have completed 50 missions are ready to be
started through channels again and tomorrow we are dispatching them. To lend greater weight to the
group surgeon's recommendation that these men be sent home we are attaching pictures of each man
taken upon completion of the 50 missions. Generally another picture is attached, one that shows the

individual before he began to fly in combat. This provides in most cases graphic evidence of the
deteriorating effect of combat flying...The Christmas season is almost here and some of the squadrons
are planning parties and dances to commemorate the holidays. The nurses have been contacted and are
reported to be happy to participate. One squadron already has arranged for a band, a dance hall, and
refreshments. The group Officers Christmas party is to be staged the night of December 27th probably
so that the girls won't be drawn in other directions. Combat sure is rough...Twenty-seven planes and
crews went over to Mostar airdrome in Yugoslavia today and bombed the dispersal areas accurately.
December 16, 1943
The mission today was directed against the port of Zara in Yugoslavia. Twenty-eight planes attacked at
two o'clock in the afternoon and dropped more than sixty tons of bombs on shipping and installations.
Captain Eggers, our photo interpreter, said the pictures revealed the 489th squadron made pumice out of
a bridge between one of the promontories and the basin opposite it. The 487th exploded a 520-foot ship
and destroyed or probably severely damaged two smaller ships. The other planes bombed the docks
and warehouses...Colonel Tokaz left for the hospital this morning for a stay of probably a week or so.
December 17, 1943

General Cannon Pins Award on Unidentified
Soldier

Major General John K. Cannon, commanding
general of the Tactical Air force, visited our field,
Sal Sola, this morning with Colonel Knapp and
Colonel Hall expressly to decorate some of the
men who have medals due them. For the
ceremony we had each squadron send thirty men
and an officer. The men were well-scrubbed,
cleanly shaven and in Class A uniform, and
carried their rifles. From headquarters came the
color guard, a quartet of boys who invariably
drew this assignment when any brass shows up in
our vicinity. When the general flew in on his DC
aircraft, Captain Parsons, the 487th C.O., and
Major Murray met him in Captain Parsons' green
Fiat touring car and drove him to where the
formation was drawn up at attention. As the
Adjutant read off the orders awarding the
decorations each officer stepped forward and
allowed the general to pin the medal on his tunic
and shake his hand. It had an emotional
undercurrent in it that most of the men would
brusquely deny, probably, but secretly treasure.
About four of the twelve officers to be decorated
were not on the base at the time, so stand-ins took
their places...A mission of 27 aircraft went after
the Terni Marshaling yards, but complete cloud
cover obtained and the ships came back to base
with the bomb load.

[No entry for December 18, 1943]
December 19, 1943
We went out after the Terni marshaling yards again today with 27 aircraft after a day of operational
idleness yesterday, but the mission was unsuccessful. Only a few hits were scored...The chaplain
(Captain James Cooper) has located a large Christmas tree and will have it set up in the headquarters
mess hall, formerly a stable. We will try to have a good dinner at headquarters with the special rations
the Quartermaster will issue us, and the squadrons will do the same...The Colonel is still in the hospital
but seems to be feeling much better these days. He is giving a barrel of wine to each squadron as a
Christmas present...All reports on the 487th Christmas party last night have it that the affair was a
marked success. The boys said many of the nurses dressed formally and looked very pretty.
December 20, 1943
Colonel Terrel of TBF called to tell us the flyers would have a stand-down on Christmas day. That will
give the boys a chance to celebrate on Christmas Eve and sleep it off the next day...All promotions in
the AUS are frozen until further notice. Also a wire in today tells us there will be no further promotion
to the grades of Lt. Colonel and Colonel until further notice. It would seem that 12th Air Force is
having trouble with its table of organization.
[No entries for December 21 or 22, 1943]
December 23, 1943
Some new promotions came through today in the regular
manner. At 12th Air Force headquarters the Adjutant learned
that Captain Garske, assistant group operations officer, and
Captain Parsons, 487th C.O., were promoted to Major two
months ago, although the group was never notified. Captain
Cassada, C.O. Of the 488th, also made Major...We understand
the Inspector General is now at the 47th Bomb Group (They fly
A-20s) and has been there for four days. He must be a pretty
thorough chap...We are going to have turkey again for
Christmas and probably for New Year's also. Chickens, hams
and fresh meats are beginning to come through quite regularly
but the ration is short on these items...The coal has run out.
Until yesterday we have been fortunate in that we were able to
locate some coal in the marshaling yards downtown. Actually
we are not entitled to coal for heating purposes as the available
coal is reserved for hospitals and dispensaries only...Talk has
begun to go around on our moving in the near future but as yet
we have heard nothing definite or official. We have never
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stayed put more than two months at a time...There was an operational stand-down again today, but we
are to be on standby the first thing in the morning.
[No entry for December 24, 1943]
December 25, 1943
Buon Natale! So answer the Italian farmers and other civilians to our cries of Merry Christmas! No
snow flying, no sleigh bells and no Santa Claus, but the calendar says it's Christmas and so it is.
Foggia Number Three lies green and muddy on a broad plain surrounded distantly by blue-brown
mountains. The farther ranges have a generous dusting of snow on them. And between them and our
bare flying field scores and scores of little mountain towns and cities of white stone stand out. There is
a dark irregular overcast at about five or six thousand feet. Every hour or so the sun breaks through
brightly. A stiff wind blows intermittently...There was much conviviality last night. The enlisted men
had some wine and maybe a nip or two of something a little more potent. Retiring to their club they
created a cheerful din that lasted for many hours. Sgt. Horace Deese, the group's mimeograph
technician, pulled C.Q. In headquarters and got himself so convivified he became an easy mark for
anyone who had a telephone within this reach. The favorite trick was to call him and ask for Sgt.
Deese. When the happy sergeant would announce that he was Sgt. Deese, the caller would say, “Well,
will you call him to the phone right away?” This went on for several minutes more than once last
night...The officers in headquarters were called together for a very important meeting, or so said the
bulletin board. When they arrived a long-hoarded cache of bourbon and scotch was laid bare and given
a good going-over. Only two meals were served today in the mess hall, a breakfast between 0800 and
0930 and a wonderful dinner of turkey and old-time accessories at 1500. The President's Christmas
message was read and, in headquarters, the presents sent by Mr. and Mrs. Penney given out. At 1800
we had a movie in the mess hall. The spiritual side of Christmas was not neglected either. Protestant
services were held in the morning in the briefing tent near group operations and at 1500 a Catholic
mass was read there. The night before a large number of Catholics in the group attended a midnight
mass in San Severo.
[No entries for December 26 and 27, 1943]
December 28, 1943
The “A” party left today for our new base, a brand new airfield hacked out, in 20 days, it is said, by a
British Pioneer outfit...After several days of operational inactivity the 340th flew a mission again today.
The target was a bridge near Cassino, keystone of rugged German defense line and for months the
theater of bitter fighting. Possibly because the flak defenses were so good, possibly because the flyers
are somewhat stale from inactivity the mission was a poor one. Eighty-five or ninety percent of the 27
attacking planes were holed, and Lt. Charles S. Engle of Waynesboro, Penna., a pilot in the 489th, was
killed by flak.
[No entry for December 29, 1943]

December 30, 1943
Yesterday was another day sans operations. But today we went back into action. The target was the
railroad junction and marshaling yards at the little town of Marina di Falconara, just above Ancona.
487th Squadron dumped its entire load into the sea just off shore, and the other two squadrons, while
they scored some hits, didn't perform well enough to redeem the mission...With everybody preparing to
move to the new field at Pompeii any day now and having enjoyed a good fling at Christmas there
probably won't be much New Year's celebrating tomorrow night.
December 31, 1943
Today is the end of another year of war. Nothing stirring here at Foggia. Still, one could put many
thoughts on paper were he to take the time.

Salsola (Foggia Satellite #3) on a September 1943 map assessing the airfield for Allied use.
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